EXAM PREPARATION

Preparing For The FFAEM examination

D Sharma

Introduction
The Fellowship of the Faculty of Emergency Medicine Examination is the exit examination for trainees in Emergency Medicine, taken at the end of their specialist registrar programme. The following article is based on the author’s recent personal experience of the examination before taking up a consultant post. The examination has only recently been introduced and experience is still limited but the opinions of others who have taken it have been incorporated, both from direct questioning and from courses attended.

Administration
Regulations and entry forms can be obtained by post from the Faculty of Accident and Emergency Medicine at 35-43 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, London, WC2A 3PN (tel. 020 74057071) or from the web site at http://www.faem.org.uk

Eligibility
As stated above, the examination is an exit examination for those undergoing training in Emergency (formerly Accident and Emergency) Medicine. Specialist registrar training in Emergency Medicine takes a minimum of five years. The exit examination (FFAEM) is taken after the fourth year RITA. Proof of successful completion of this is required.

Examination Timing and Venues
The examination is held twice a year; the location is rotated around various British cities. A full application form is required to be submitted before the published closing date, approximately ten weeks before the examination. A considerable amount of paperwork is involved; along with the relevant forms (and cheque) three copies of the Training Record are required as well as three copies of clinical topic review (written review of relevant clinical subjects, see below). At the Fourth Year RITA before the examination it is essential to remember to get the application form signed by course director (noting that there are two separate places on the forms for him or her to sign).

Format
There are four components to the examination. Depending on the number of candidates the components may be held on separate days (it is unlikely that it would be necessary to spread it over more than two days). The components are:

- Questions and discussion of the clinical topic reviews.
- Review of published work (critical appraisal).
- Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE).
- Accident and Emergency Management viva.

Questions and discussion of the clinical topic reviews
Two clinical topic reviews are presented with the application for the examination; they should be 2,500-3,000 words long. They are reviews of the published knowledge about areas relevant to clinical practice and it is not necessary to include original research performed by the submitting candidate. Indeed, if one’s own original work is included, its place relative to the other work in this area must be explained and will form the basis of the discussion.

A literature review should be performed and the method of any electronic searches should be included in the text. The search strategy should be known in great detail, and also the reasons for including or omitting the various references. The ability to defend the choice of methodology, style of presentation and recommendations forms a major part of the assessment. It is essential to know the references thoroughly. It is permitted to take copies of the reviews into the examination.

There are generally two examiners; each will take one of the reviews. Fifteen minutes is spent on each clinical topic review. The discussion may be preceded by a short discussion of one’s training record.

Review of published work (critical appraisal)
One hour is allowed to review a recently published paper of relevance to Emergency Medicine. Any abstract or summary will have been removed from the paper. Notes can be made and can be taken into the viva.

Whilst in-depth knowledge of statistics is not required, some knowledge of basic statistics is essential. Two examiners are present and generally ask questions for ten minutes each.
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The first task is generally to present an abstract of the paper and this should be prepared before going into the viva. Answers to likely questions such as the logical sequence from literature review to the establishment of a hypothesis, the soundness of the results based on the methodology and the validity of the conclusions based on the results should also be prepared. Strengths and weaknesses of the design and discussion should be identified, as should the potential impact on current clinical positions and understanding. Suggestions for further clinical research may be requested by the examiners. All this comes much more easily if it is regularly practised beforehand; a list of papers that have been used in previous exams is provided at the end of this paper (ANNEX 1).

**Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE)**

This section consists of twelve questions lasting five minutes each. Clinical scenarios, radiographs, electrocardiographs and the results of clinical examinations may be presented. An attempt is made to show the breadth of clinical experience required for Emergency Medicine and questions on medical, surgical and paediatric topics will all appear. The questions are detailed and the entire five minutes will be spent writing. There is no time to make up on later stations and there is no opportunity either; a separate piece of paper is used at each station and is taken away after the question is answered.

**Accident and Emergency Management Viva**

Again there are two examiners in this viva which lasts forty-five minutes. Each examiner takes half the period of time allocated. The viva starts with an in-tray exercise where a number of documents are awaiting attention at the start of a busy day. The candidate’s task is to prioritise them appropriately. The examiners may interrupt with various distractions such as telephone calls while the candidate is preparing, simulated incidents in the waiting room and others. After this, a page with a typed scenario on it will be provided. Questions will be based on this scenario, which will be developed during the viva. A number of short questions on management topics follow this section.

In many ways this is the most stressful oral, it is also longer at forty-five minutes than most postgraduate examination vivas. In addition the questions are about areas which are less familiar to most registrars.

**Strategic Concepts**

By the time this examination is taken the candidate will have already passed a postgraduate examination and will appreciate the importance of thorough preparation prior to the examination. This examination requires, if anything, more prior preparation than those previously encountered. Each critical topic review requires a considerable amount of time and must be both prepared well in advance and known thoroughly. If they have been prepared well in advance of the examination (as is be desirable) they should be updated before submission. In addition, a day or two before the examination the literature search should be repeated and any new references examined to avoid surprises courtesy of the examiners. All references quoted in the critical topic review must be read in the original (the Royal Army Medical College library is invaluable for this. One can e-mail lists of references from Medline and the library will send photocopies of the reference and on occasion entire books). A photocopy of the abstracts of the references used can be helpful to while away the evening before the examination.

In order to attend necessary courses it is essential to plan sufficiently in advance. A management course should be attended. The Royal London Hospital runs the only management course specific for Emergency Medicine. Unfortunately there is only one course a year and there is a long waiting list. Application is necessary a few years before the course one wishes to attend! The author was unable to attend this course but attended a management course run by the University of Keele, which was very helpful.

Nearer the examination, a course on the FFAEM examination itself may well be helpful. These are relatively scarce at present but it is likely that more will be organised in the future. A list of recommended courses is given in ANNEX 2.

**Suggested Reading**

It is impossible to give a comprehensive list for this type of exam, there are many alternatives to the suggested titles below but topics covered should include those given below.

**Management Essential:**


Summary

While the pass rate for this examination is relatively high compared to previous postgraduate examinations such as membership or fellowship (of whichever college) it should still not be underestimated. It is true that those who have been through a recognised training scheme should pass and failure reflects upon the scheme as well as the candidate, but the consequences of failure are high and fall directly only upon the candidate.

Thorough preparation will immensely improve the chances of passing first time and finishing the critical topic reviews well in advance is thoroughly recommended (it would be ideal to do one each year during the first four years of training and then choose the best two for the examination). This will leave time to go through the management books and as many short clinical questions books as possible, those designed for MRCP are especially helpful. While the amount of...
reading for the critical appraisal section is relatively short it is essential to practice appraising papers and those previously used are most appropriate for this.

Since the examination is new advice can be difficult to obtain. An FFAEM course is immensely helpful as it allows the opportunity to ask questions of those who have recently passed the examination.

ANNEX 1 Critical Appraisal papers previously used


ANNEX 2 Recommended Courses

1. Leeds workshop on critical appraisal for staff from acute specialties. Dr Richard Hardern/Dr P Ayres. Contact: Dept of Clinical Audit, St James University Hospital, Leeds. Tel: 0113 2433144. Fax: 0113 2064099.

2. Managing an Accident and Emergency Department. Mr S Miles. The Royal London Hospital. Tel: 020 7377 7000.

3. Clinical Management Course for Specialist Registrars in Surgical Specialties. Clinical Management Unit, Keele University. Tel: 01782 621111.

4. Chelsea FFAEM course. Dr Julia Harris. Consultant in A&E Medicine, Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, London. Tel: 0208 7468000.

5. Royal Glamorgan Hospital FFAEM course. Dr Kamal, Accident and Emergency Department, Royal Glamorgan Hospital Ynysnaerdy, Llantrisant, CF52 2HQ. FFAEM course. Tel: 01443 443443.